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Circle the Correct Option 1X6=06  1 
I) Which solution contain more water?   I

(A) 0.25 M (B) 0.5 M (C) 1 M (D) 2 M
II) An example of true solution is;  II

(A) Tooth paste  (B) Starch solution  (C) Soap solution   (D) Ink drops in water 
III) The solution which is formed by dissolving a substance in water is called_  ___  III

(A) Saturated solution

 


(B) Unsaturated solution

 


(C) Aquous solution


(D) Supar saturated solution
 


IV) Which will show negligible effect to temperature on its solubility?   IV

(A) NaCl (B) KCl (C) (D)
V) Which thing is water soluble?  V

(A) Sugar   (B) Greece   (C) Paints  (D) Nephthalene  






VI) Milk of magnesia is an example of;  VI
(A) Suspension  





 (B) Colloid   (C) True solution   (D) Solution  

Write short answers of the following 2X7=14  2 
I) What is difference between solution and mixture?  I
II) Write the definition of solution with example.  II
III) When  is dissolved in water, why test tube 

becomes cold?
 


III

IV) Write the definition of aqueous with example.  IV
V) What is difference between solvent and solute?  V
VI) Write any four properties of collide.  VI
VII) What is meant by  percentage?   VII

Write detailed answers of the following 5X2=10  3 
1) Define solubility and what is its effect on temperature.    1
2) Write a note on solvent and solute interaction.  2


